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Mesonic nuclei
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modification of mass and width by many-body effects

interactions between meson and nucleus

extract more fundamental and universal quantities

mN → mN mN → πN
mNN → NN

ex. mass shift width

�q̄q�quark condensateex.

bound systems of meson and nuclei
experimental tool to observe medium modification of meson
we do not have to remove in-vacuum contributions

mN → B∗

hadronic quantities quark-gluon description
(substantial)

quark-hadron duality

all hadron quantities have their substantial quark-gluon description

sometimes we have simple relations, so-called low energy theorem

in general, not simple

usually comparably large width to level spacing
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Partial restoration of chiral symmetry
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quark-hadron duality

�q̄q�∗ =
�

1 − σπN

m2
πf2

π

ρ

�
�q̄q� +O(ρn>1)

Drukarev, Levin, 
Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 27, 77 (1991)

σπN : πN sigma term, O(mq), obtained from TπN at soft limit

model-independent theoretical relation

quark condensate does decrease at finite density

(theoretical) issues : density dependence and amount of reduction at ρ0

30-40 % reduction at saturation density,  if believe linear extrapolation

density expansion

pheno. proof by exp. and analyses of pionic atom and low ene. pi-A scattering

negative σπN : positive

�q̄q�∗ = �0|q̄q|0� + ρ�N |q̄q|N� + O(ρn>1)

reduction of quark condensate is also consequence of nuclear many body dynamics

one of the proofs that ChS is really spontaneously broken by physical state 

2mq�N |q̄q|N� = σπN

m2
πf2

π = −2mq�q̄q�

Kaiser, Homont, 
Weise, PRC77, 
025204, (08)

K. Suzuki et al. 
PRL92, 072302, (04); 
Friedman et al., 
PRL93, 122302 (04);
DJ, Hatsuda, Kunihiro, 
PLB 670, 109 (08).
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Master formula for in-medium quark condensate
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DJ, Hatsuda, Kunihiro, 
PLB 670 (2008), 109.

- not use density expansion
- sum up all zero modes

- pion modes, particle-hole excitations, etc.
- particle-hole modes also account for in-medium quark 

condensate
- need description of dynamics for actual calculations of matrix elements
- available for experimental confirmation of PRChS, once matrix elements are 

experimentally extracted
- can be extended with finite quark mass perturbatively

sum rule in chiral limit�

α

Re
�
F t

αG∗1/2
α

�
= −�q̄q�∗

Matrix elements
pseudoscalar

axial vector

�Ωb
�(k)|φa

5(x)|Ω� = δabG∗1/2
� eik·x,

�Ω|Aa
0(0)|Ωb

α(k)� = iδabεα F t
α

in-medium pion and particle-hole excitations

hadronic quantities quark-gluon description
(substantial)

S. Goda
poster session

an in-medium extension of Glashow-Weinberg relation FπG1/2
π = −�q̄q�

derived by chiral Ward identity
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Partial restoration of chiral symmetry 
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effective reduction of quark condensate in nuclear medium

hadronic quantities closely connected to dynamical breaking 

1) pion decay constant

2) spectrum of sigma meson

3) mass difference of chiral partners

4) mass of eta’ meson

etc.

ρ-a1 N-N*(1535)

deeply bound pionic atom

�q̄q�∗/�q̄q� < 1

DJ, Hatsuda, Kunihiro, PLB 670 (08) 109.

Hatsuda, Kunihiro, PRL55 (1985), 158.
Hatsuda, Kunihiro, Shimizu, PRL82 (99) 2840.ππ production off nuclei

Weinberg, PRL18 (67) 507.

etc.DJ, Hatsuda, Kunihiro, PRD63 (01) 011901.

Kapusta, Shuryak, PRD49 (94) 4694.

etc.
DeTar, Kunihiro, PRD39 (89) 2805.

K. Suzuki et al., PRL92 (04) 072302.
W. Weise, NPA690 (01) 98.

etc.

H.C. Kim, DJ, Oka, NPA640 (98) 77.

DJ, Nagahiro, Hirenzaki, arXiv: 1109.0394
S.H. Lee, Hatsuda, PRD57 (96) 1871

etc.

etc.

(spectrum difference)
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UA(1) anomaly
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there is no UA(1) symmetry in QuantumChromoDynamics
“classical” chromodynamics (CCD) does have the symmetry

UA(1) symmetry is broken by quantum anomaly 

F̃µν

A(1)
µ

Fµν

×

×

×

for simplicity, 
we consider SU(3) and chiral limits, and neglect η and η’ mixing

the anomaly term always breaks the UA(1) symmetry, 
no matter how the physical state are.

the UA(1) symmetry not to be restored

F̃µν
a ≡ �µνρσF a

ρσ

divergence of axial current

(small) PCAC anomaly

∂µA(0)
µ = 2i(muūγ5u + mdd̄γ5d + mss̄γ5s) +

3αs

8π
F a

µνF̃µν
a

∂µA(8)
µ =

i√
3
(muūγ5u + mdd̄γ5d− 2mss̄γ5s)

flavor singlet

flavor octet
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Origin of η’ mass
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UA(1) anomaly effect keeps η’ to be massive

singlet axial current is NOT conserved due to quantum anomaly

η’ is not necessarily massless

with chiral symmetry breaking

the octet mesons are massless (Nambu-Goldstone bosons)

octet axial currents are conserved

chiral SU(3)xSU(3) symmetry is there 

no UA(1) symmetry 

divergence of axial current

(small) PCAC anomaly

∂µA(0)
µ = 2i(muūγ5u + mdd̄γ5d + mss̄γ5s) +

3αs

8π
F a

µνF̃µν
a

∂µA(8)
µ =

i√
3
(muūγ5u + mdd̄γ5d− 2mss̄γ5s) convergent

not convergent
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η’ meson in chiral restoration 
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if chiral symmetry is manifest or restored,
η8 and η0 should degenerate even though anomaly is there

all the particle belonging to the same multiplet of SU(3)xSU(3) 
should degenerate

dynamical argument is given by Lee and Hatsuda Lee, Hatsuda, PRD54, 1871 (1996)

Scalar and Pseudoscalar mesons

(3̄,3)⊕ (3, 3̄)
both octet and singlet contain

π,K, η8, η0 σ, a0,κ, f0

q̄iγ5qj , q̄iqj

q̄L
i qR

j q̄R
i qL

j 9 scalar and 9 pseudoscalar 
parity eigenstate

q̄L
i qL

j q̄R
i qR

j(8,1)⊕ (1,8)

Vector and Axial vector mesons
8 vector and 8 axial vector

3x3bar=8+1
q̄iγµqj , q̄iγ5γµqj

parity eigenstate

flavor single is independent

SUL(3)⊗ SUR(3)in fact, η and η’ are in the same multiplet of 

When chiral symmetry is restored...

DJ, Nagahiro, Hirenzaki, 
arXiv:1109.0394 [nucl-th]
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η’ meson in chiral restoration 
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When chiral symmetry is restored...

DJ, Nagahiro, Hirenzaki, 
arXiv:1109.0394 [nucl-th]

manifest chiral sym. broken chiral sym.

π,K, η8, η0

π,K, η8

η0

massless

UA(1) anomaly

massive

π,K, η8, η0 σ, a0,κ, f09 PS 9 S get degenerate

even though UA(1) anomaly exists in the singlet axial current

η-η’ mass difference comes from the anomaly effect but through chiral 
symmetry breaking (or quark condensate at the chiral limit).

in order that UA(1) anomaly affects the η’ mass, chiral symmetry is necessarily 
broken spontaneously and/or explicitly.

SUL(3)⊗ SUR(3)as a consequence of

note that UA(1) anomaly is always there and UA(1) symmetry is broken.

�0|FF̃ |η�� �= 0�0|FF̃ |η�� = 0
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η’ meson in nuclear matter
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DJ, Nagahiro, Hirenzaki, 
arXiv:1109.0394 [nucl-th]

we expect strong η’ mass reduction

Δmη’ ~ 150 MeV @ ρ = ρ0

partial restoration of ChS takes place with 35% at ρ0

a simple estimation

linear dependence of quark condensate on η’-η mass difference (400 MeV)
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η’ meson in nuclear matter
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Nagahiro, Takizawa, Hirenzaki
PRC74,045203 (2006)

See also, P. Costa, M. C. Ruivo, and Y. L. Kalinovsky,
Phys. Lett. B560, 171 (2003).

DJ, Nagahiro, Hirenzaki, 
arXiv:1109.0394 [nucl-th]

NAGAHIRO, TAKIZAWA, AND HIRENZAKI PHYSICAL REVIEW C 74, 045203 (2006)

TABLE I. Input parameters determined in Ref. [59] and calcu-
lated results in vacuum in three-flavor NJL model.

Input parameters Calculated results [MeV]

! = 602.3 [MeV] Mu,d = 367.6 f" = 92.4
gS!

2 = 3.67 Ms = 549.5 m" = 135.0
gD!5 = !12.36 "ūu#1/3 = !241.9 m# = 514.8

mu,d = 5.5 [MeV] "s̄s#1/3 = !257.7 m#$ = 957.7
ms = 140.7 [MeV]

q2-dependence, $ cannot be interpreted as the # ! #$ mixing
angle. The origin of the q2-dependence is that the # and #$

mesons have the internal structures.
We obtain the dynamical quark and meson masses in

vacuum as compiled in Table I with the input parameters de-
termined in Ref. [59]. In Ref. [59], the four model parameters,
namely, cutoff !, four-quark coupling constant gS , six-quark
coupling constant gD and the current s-quark mass ms have
been fixed so as to reproduce the observed values of the pion,
kaon, #$ masses and the pion decay constant, while the current
u, d-quark mass has been fixed at 5.5 MeV, which has been
taken from the results of the chiral perturbation theory and
QCD sum rule approaches. This parameter set gives an #
mass of m# = 514.8 MeV, which is about 6% smaller than the
observed value m# = 547.75 MeV. One is able to fit the mass of
# instead of the #$. The reason why we have used the present
parameter set is just we are more interested in the #$-mesic
nucleus than the #-mesic nucleus in this article because we
consider that the former is more suitable for observing the
finite density effect of the UA(1) anomaly.

In this paper, we investigate the finite density effects on
the meson mass spectra for the following three cases with the
different strengths gD of the determinant KMT interaction as

(a) gD(%) = gD

(b) gD(%) = 0 (19)

(c) gD(%) = gD exp[!(%/%0)2],

where gD is the vacuum strength of the determinant interaction
as shown in Table I. The gD(%) has no density dependence for
cases (a) and (b). In case (a), the meson vacuum properties
are well reproduced as shown in Table I, while there are no
anomaly effects in case (b). For gD = 0 case, we use slightly
different parameter set as shown in Table I in Ref. [60] to
reproduce the meson masses and the pion decay constant in
vacuum without anomaly effect. In case (c), we simply assume
the density dependence of gD as this form in order to examine
the medium effect due to density dependence of gD itself on
the meson mass spectra in finite density.

Here it may be interesting for our study to notice that there
are theoretical suggestions about possible density dependence
of gD [61,62]. In Ref. [62], the effective coupling constant
of the instanton-induced interaction is suggested to have
chemical potential dependence for Nf = 2 systems. For Nf =
3 systems, we can expect to have the similar µ dependence,
though it is not easy to show explicitly. We are interested in
studying the effect of such density dependence discussed in
Ref. [62] on meson mass spectra as future works.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 1. Density dependence of the quark condensates in the
SU(2) symmetric matter, %u = %d and %s = 0, where "ūu# = "d̄d#.
Three panels correspond to the cases (a), (b), and (c) defined in
Eq. (19), respectively. The nucleon density % is defined in Eq. (7) and
%0 is the normal nuclear density %0 = 0.17 fm!3.

In Fig. 1, we show the calculated quark condensates as
functions of density for three types of gD(%) defined in
Eq. (19). In case (b), we have switched off the effect of the
instanton-induced flavor mixing interaction and therefore the
s-quark condensate has not changed in the SU(2) symmetric
matter. The absolute values of the u,d-quark condensate
decreases significantly faster in case (c) than in case (a) when
the density goes up. It means that the contribution of the
instanton-induced interaction on the u,d-quak condensate is
sizable.

In Fig. 2, we show the calculated density dependence of the
meson mass spectra for three cases defined in Eq. (19). In the
case of constant gD (a), we find that the mass of #$ decreases
rapidly as a function of the density, while the masses of " and #
gradually increase. The instanton-induced interaction is repul-
sive for the flavor singlet q̄q channel and the effective coupling
strength is gD("ūu# + "d̄d# + "s̄s#)/3. Since the absolute val-
ues of the quark condensates decrease as the density increase,
the effective repulsive interaction in the flavor singlet q̄q chan-
nel becomes small as the density increases. That is the reason
why the #$ mass decrease. In Fig. 2(b), we find that " and # are
degenerate completely and their masses increase gradually as
density, and the mass of #$ has no density dependence without
the UA(1) anomaly effects. Without the UA(1) anomaly effects,

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Density dependence of the meson mass spectra. Three
panels corresponds to the cases (a), (b), and (c) defined in Eq. (19),
respectively. The nucleon density % is defined in Eq. (7) and %0 is the
normal nuclear density %0 = 0.17 fm!3.

045203-4

NJL model

‘t Hooft - Kobayashi - Maskawa interaction

we expect strong η’ mass reduction

Δmη’ ~ 150 MeV @ ρ = ρ0

partial restoration of ChS takes place with 35% at ρ0

a simple estimation

linear dependence of quark condensate on η’-η mass difference (400 MeV)

UA(1) anomaly 
contributes η’ mass 
through ChSB

�q̄q�∗

η� η�VD
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Narrow width ??
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The width may be smaller than binding energy.

contact interaction 
in hadronic level

only elastic channel η’ N → η’ N

η’ N → η N

nuclear many body effects

absorption η’ N N→ N N

η’ N → N*attraction

attraction coming from suppression of anomaly effect

suppression of anomaly effect selectively affects η’ channel

Δm ~ 150 MeV > Γ

no hadronic 
imaginary part

no inelastic channel η’ N → η N η’ N → π N

UA(1) anomaly 
contributes η’ mass 
through ChSB

�q̄q�∗

η� η�VD
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Current experimental status 
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RHIC: phenix/star (low energy pion)
η’ mass reduction of at least 200 MeV

Csorgo, Vertesi, Sziklai, PRL 105 (2010) 182301

CB-ELSA/TAPS

in the medium: !" = quasiparticle; properties reflect interaction with the medium;
additional inelastic channels remove  !"-mesons, e.g. !" N# $ N

transparency ratio:

! 

TA =
"#A$%'X

A& "#N$%'X

normalized to 12C

comparison with TA for ! meson
"" absorption weaker than ! absorption

%(T,A) ∝ A!(T) ;   A! scaling law
for & and ": '=0.67   for !"-?

" absorption properties 

T. Mertens et al., EPJA 38 (2008) 195

secondary production processes ?
($N#!’N)
"’ reproduced with smaller Tkin

’
’ for Tkin> (E -m ’)/2

A

T A E =1200-2200 MeV
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10 10
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in-medium properties of "‘ meson

17

Nanova, talk at Baryon2010

in the medium: !" = quasiparticle; properties reflect interaction with the medium;
additional inelastic channels remove  !"-mesons, e.g. !" N# $ N
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transparency ratio

!" transparency ratio compared with theoretical calculations A.Ramos and E. Oset  

E =2.1 GeV

A

T A

’exp data
( 0)=10 MeV
( 0)=15 MeV
( 0)=20 MeV
( 0)=25 MeV
( 0)=30 MeV
( 0)=35 MeV
( 0)=40 MeV

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

10
2

E =1.9 GeV

A

T A

’exp data
( 0)=10 MeV
( 0)=15 MeV
( 0)=20 MeV
( 0)=25 MeV
( 0)=30 MeV
( 0)=35 MeV
( 0)=40 MeV

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

10
2

TA =
σγA→V X

AσγN→V X

     ⇒in-medium width:

comparison to data  #($0,<|p!’|> % 0.9 GeV/c) % 25-30 MeV
 !’ is broadened in the medium

 !" in-medium width 

E =1.7 GeV

A

T A

’exp data
( 0)=10 MeV
( 0)=15 MeV
( 0)=20 MeV
( 0)=25 MeV
( 0)=30 MeV
( 0)=35 MeV
( 0)=40 MeV
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0.7

0.8

0.9

1

10
2

19

= 14 mb⇒ ση�N =
Γinel

ρ · β · � · c

COSY

Moskal et al, PLB482(2000) 365

pη’ scatt. length ~ 0.1-0.8 fm (Δm~ a few - tens MeV)

three-body final state interaction pp → η’pp

indirect measurement :
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Possible bound state spectra
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3

into nuclear matter can be small. Certainly with this at-
traction some bound states for !! in nuclei are formed.
The question is whether the bound states are enough
separated each other with so narrow widths as to be ob-
served in formation experiments. To observe clear signals
of the bound states in formation experiments, first of all,
it is important to choose appropriate nuclear targets of
the ractions. Here we suggest nuclei with A ! 10, such
as 12C, as the target, since these nuclei may provide us
with finite density nuclear systems rather than systems
with few-body characters. As for heavier nuclei, we have
several shell states for nucleons, which make the forma-
tion spectrum so complicated for the analyses as we will
mention later.

Let us sketch !! bound state structure in a nucleus
expected by the present argument and show formation
spectra of the !! mesonic nucleus in the 12C("+, p)11C"!!

reaction. We exploit a simple phenomenological optical
potential of the !! meson in nuclei as

V!!(r) = V0
#(r)
#0

, (4)

with the Woods-Saxon type density distribution #(r) for
nucleus and the saturation density #0 = 0.17 fm"3. The
depth of the attractive potential is a order of 100 MeV
at the normal nuclear density as discussed above and the
absorption width is expected to be less than 40 MeV [24]
which corresponds to the 20 MeV imaginary part of the
optical potential. We have assumed the linear density
dependence of the optical potential, but precise density
dependence is not relevant for the bulk peak structure of
the bound state spectrum since the !! meson is bound
inside the nucleus by nuclear interactions.

In Table I, we show the energies and widths of the !!

bound states, B! # EKG $ m!! , in 11C, which is the
residual nucleus in the 12C("+, p) reaction. The Klein-
Gordon energy EKG is obtained as a complex value by
solving the Klein-Gordon equation with the !! optical
potential in the form of Eq. (4) assuming the depths to
be ReV0 = $100, $150, $200 MeV with ImV0 = $20
MeV. As seen in the table, thanks to the strong attrac-
tion, there are several bound states in such a small nu-
cleus, and, in addition, due to the small absorption these
bound states are well separated. In contrast, as shown
in Table I, optical potentials having a comparable imag-
inal part with the real part, such as ReV0 = $100 MeV
and ImV0 = $50 MeV, provide bound states which have
larger widths than the binding energies. In this case it
will be very hard to observe these bound states as clear
peaks in the formation spectra. For the detailed spectral
structure of the bound states, the nuclear polarization
will be important for the strongly interacting meson [29].
We have checked, by assuming possible polarization of
the core nucleus evaluated in a kaonic system with the
150 MeV binding energy [29], that the core polarization
e!ect shifts the bound state levels but the bound states
are so separated to be seen as isolated peaks.

In order to see the visibility of the peak structure of the

Re V0 !100 MeV !150 MeV !200 MeV !100 MeV

Im V0 !20 MeV !50 MeV

s (53, 31) (94, 34) (138, 37) (51, 77)

(2, 11) (22, 19) (49, 24) –

p (24, 23) (56, 28) (93, 31) (21, 60)

– – (14, 16) –

d – (21, 21) (50, 25) –

TABLE I. Bound state energies and widths of the !! meson
in 11C in units of MeV. The optical potential of the !! meson
in the nucleus is assumed in the form of Eq. (4) with the
potential depths at the normal nuclear density ReV0 = !50,
!100 and !150 MeV with a fixed imaginary potential ImV0 =
!20 MeV. We also show a result with the larger imaginary
potential ImV0 = !50 MeV.

bound state spectrum in experiments, we calculate the
formation spectra of the !! mesonic nuclei. We use the
12C("+, p) reaction with the 1.8 GeV/c incident "+ beam
to produce the !!-nucleus system. Since the !! production
in this reaction is exothermic, one cannot achieve the
recoilless condition for the !! in nuclei. One observes
the spectrum of the !!-nucleus system by detecting the
emitted proton at the forward direction in order to reduce
the momentum transfer.

The formation spectrum is calculated in the approach
developed in Refs. [15, 30] using the impulse approxima-
tion and the Green’s function method. The calculated
spectrum is scaled by the forward di!erential cross sec-
tion of the elementary "+n % !!p process, which is es-
timated to be 100 µb/sr in the laboratory frame from
the total cross section $ ! 100 µb [31] under the as-
sumption of isotropic angular dependence in the center
of mass frame. We calculate the formation spectra sep-
arately in the subcomponents of the !!-mesonic nuclei
labeled by (n%j)"1

n " %!! that indicates the formation of
an !! meson in the %!! orbit with a neutron-hole in the
% orbit with the total spin j and the principal quantum
number n in the daughter nucleus. The calculated spec-
tra are shown as functions of Eex $ E0 where E0 is the
!! production threshold with the ground state daugh-
ter nucleus and the excitation energy Eex is defined by
Eex # m!! $B!! +[Sn(jn)$Sn(0p3/2)] with Sn(jn) being
the neutron separation energy from the neutron single-
particle level jn to take into account the di!erence of the
separation energy Sn(jn) $ Sn(0p3/2) = 18 MeV for the
subcomponents accompanied by the (0s1/2)"1

n hole-state.
In Fig. 1, we show the calculated 12C("+, p)11C"!!

cross sections with three di!erent potential parameters.
(See the figure caption.) In the figure, the vertical line
at Eex $E0 = 0 indicates the !! production threshold in
vacuum. In the case of no attractive potential, there is
no structure in the !!-binding region but some bump in
the quasi-free region. Taking this case as a reference, we
discuss the structure of the formation spectra with the
attractive potentials. In each plot, the subcomponents

Vη�(r) = V0
ρ(r)
ρ0

a simple η’ optical potential (Woods-Saxon type)

proportional to nuclear density 

Δm = 150 MeV
Γ/2 = 20 MeV

well-separated bound states
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for realistic calculation
core polarization effect could be important
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Re: theoretical expectation

Im: phenomenological observation
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Conclusion

15

η’ mass : interplay of chiral symmetry breaking and UA(1) anomaly

UA(1) anomaly can affect η’ mass only through chiral symmetry breaking

reduction of η’ mass due to partial restoration of chiral symmetry

large mass reduction without large absorption

selective attraction to flavor singlet meson, small inelastic channel

150 MeV order of mass reduction and 30 MeV order of absorption width at ρ0

phenomenological observationtheoretical expectation

hopeful observation of η’ bound state with narrow width
a good phenomenological sample to investigate UA(1) anomaly and partial 
restoration of chiral symmetry

need further qualitative discussion
effective theory for η’ based on partial restoration of chiral symmetry

quark condensate decrease at finite density

accordingly hadronic quantities also change
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